Folding Bikes: Montague FIT Folding Bike

Montague FIT Folding Bike

The FIT was created in order to provide the highest performance folding road ride on the market.
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Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
$1,295.00

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerMontague

Description
Description

Montague: FIT

The FIT is built for club rides, fitness training, and long excursions on mountain roads. Tektro disc brakes, a carbon fiber fork, and 28mm
tires position the FIT among the industry’s best endurance road bikes. It folds in under 20 seconds without the use of tools, offering
flexibility in today’s multi-tasking world. It’s a fast, sleek road bike that can maneuver around the city, and fold up to go aboard a train or
bus for ultimate versatility.
Road Bike Performance

With the speed of a road bike, the versatility of a hybrid, and Montague’s legendary folding bike frame, the FIT was created in order to
provide the highest performance road ride of any foldable bike available.
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Great For

Long road rides.
Getting to work on time.
Weekend getaways.
Getting in a workout.

The Essentials

Speeds: 30
Wheel Size: 700c
Folding Time: 20 sec.
Folded Size: 36?x28?x12?
Approx Weight: 26lbs

Bike Sizing

19in Frame: For riders 5’3? – 5’10”. Standover height is 28?
21in Frame: For riders 5’11” – 6’4?. Standover height is 29?
Features

DirectConnect Folding System
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New for 2016 is the DirectConnect folding system, which removes the quick release from the top tube, provides an easier folding
experience and larger clamping surface between the two halves of the…

Folding Integrated Technology
The FIT frame is designed around another patented system that allows the bike to fold without any breaks in the frame’s tubing.
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Carbon Fiber Fork & Disc Brakes
A carbon blade fork reduces the weight of the FIT and makes for an even smoother ride by damping road vibrations.

123

DirectConnect™ Folding system

New for 2016 is the DirectConnect folding system, which removes the quick release from the top tube, provides an easier folding
experience and larger clamping surface between the two halves of the frame. A flip of the quick release lever and your bike folds to a
compact size. More...
Folding Integrated Technology

The FIT frame is designed around another patented system that allows the bike to fold without any breaks in the frame’s tubing. Not
only does this make it easier to fold, but it makes Montague bikes the strongest folding bike on the market. The Folding Integrated
Technology (F.I.T.) is based around the same frame construction concepts as serious full suspension downhill bikes. More...
Carbon Fiber Fork & Disc Brakes

A carbon blade fork reduces the weight of the FIT and makes for an even smoother ride by damping road vibrations. Combined with the
stopping power and reliability of disc brakes, the FIT shines with unprecedented road performance.

Reviews
Reviews
"Own a sports car and wanted to be able to stow a full size bike in the back. That seemed impossible until I discovered the Montague
FIT. This bike is worth every dollar and more. Carbon fork, narrow lightweight wheels and tires, FSA crankset all combine to make this a
very fast, fun, responsive bike that happens to fold up to a medium size package. Pretty amazing customer service, Ryan and Jonathan
of Montague Bikes answered every question I had about the bike…before and after purchase. My experience is that they very graciously
treat every customer with sincere personal attention."
—Jeffrey Babcock, Oregon
"We bought two Montague FIT’s last year. They are a joy to ride, great for day riding and touring, up-hill and down dale, however the
real advantage is being able to pop them into a bag and put them into the boot and visit the Coast, the Dales or wherever."
—Michael P., United Kingdom

Specifications
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Specifications
color
frame
fork
rims
tires
hubset
spokes
saddle
seatpost
handlebars
stem
shifters
front derailleur
rear derailleur
crankset
speeds
brakeset
pedals
bottom bracket
frame sizes
foldesd size
approx. weight

Gloss Black/Green
Custom drawn 7005 Series Aluminum with FIT System.
Replaceable derailleur hanger and disc mount.
Carbon blades, with CLIX™ Wheel Release System ramped
dropout.
700c XERO Lite XSD. 28c hole rear, 24 hole front.
Kenda Roller Sport 700c x 28mm slick.
XERO Disc. Alloy. 28 hole rear, 24 hole front.
14 Gauge Stainless
Race Gel with green accent
Kalloy, 30.0 X 300mm Alloy Micro Adjust.
Kalloy 15mm rise. 540mm wide. 31.8 bore. Alloy. Black.
Kally Uno. 110mm reach, 15 Degree Rise.
Shimano Tiagra trigger shifters with Optical Display.
Shimano Road. 10-Speed for Triple Crankset. Top Pull.
Shimano Tiagra. 10-Speed.
FSA. 50/39/30. Alloy 170mm crank arm. Black.
30
Tektro Mechanical Disc Brakes
Platform trekking pedal. Aluminum Cage.
Sealed Cartridge.
19”, 21”
36” x 28” x 12”
26.5 lbs

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice. Bike specifications and prices for your country may differ. We do our best to
ensure that the listed specifications accurately reflect the parts found on our folding bikes. Even so, we may have to change the
component specifications from time to time. We do our best to make sure that all component substitutions are of equal performance and
cosmetics as those listed . Also our international distributors often ask us to modify components to better suit their local markets. Please
contact your local distributor for information about bikes in your area.
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